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INTRODUCTION
Composition algebras over rings have appeared in a number of articles
in recent years. These papers established general properties of composi-
 .tion algebras over arbitrary commutative, associative, and unital rings
 w x w xMcCrimmon M , Petersson P1 , and Knus, Parimala, and Sridharan
w x.KPS , and some of them were also devoted to the investigation of
composition algebras over special classes of rings.
w xPetersson P1 adapted Harder's classical result on symmetric bilinear
 w x w x.forms over polynomial rings Knebusch Kn, 13.4.3 and Lam L1, VI.3.13
to prove, in particular, that for any field k which is perfect or of
w xcharacteristic not two all composition algebras over k t of rank ) 2 are
defined over k. It is also known that, over a principal ideal domain, every
composition algebra containing zero divisors is split and isomorphic to
 .  .R [ R, Mat R the 2 = 2 matrices over R , or to Zorn's algebra of2
 w x.vector matrices Zor R cf. P1, 3.6 . The proof goes back to van der Blij
w xand Springer BS .
w xKnus, Parimala, and Sridharan KPS proved that an octonion algebra
without zero divisors over the polynomial ring in n variables over a field k
of characteristic not two is defined over k if its norm is defined over k, and
that any octonion algebra with isotropic norm form is defined over k.
w xMoreover, they constructed octonion algebras over k x, y , char k / 2,
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whose norms, restricted to trace zero elements, are indecomposable as
quadratic modules and, in particular, not defined over k, provided that
there exists a nonsplit octonion algebra over the base field k.
In this paper the composition algebras over the ring
g t . w xR s g k t j G 0, g t g k t of deg g F 2 j .  .j 5f t .
w x 2 2( k x , x , .x ya x0 1 0 1
 . 2 w x = =with f t s t y a g k t and a g k not a square in k , with char k / 2,
w xare partly classified using the results from Pu1 about composition alge-
bras over rings of genus zero.
w x w x w xThe basic facts and definitions that cannot be found in P1 , P2 , Pu1 ,
w xand Hartshorne H are summarized in Section 1. Since every composition
algebra with zero divisors over R splits and is isomorphic to R [ R,
 .  .  .Mat R the 2 = 2 matrices over R , End R [ L for the nontrivial2 R
elements L g Pic R, or Zorn's algebra of vector matrices Zor R s Zor k
w x w x.m R Pu, 4.1, 4.3 and P1, 2.7 , this paper only deals with composition
algebras having no zero divisors.
Here is a summary of its main results. The Picard group of a nonsplit
torus defined over k contains at most two elements, one being the torus
 .itself viewed as an R-module 2.6 . Every nonsplit quaternion algebra over
R which is not defined over k can be realized as a nonclassical
Cayley]Dickson doubling of a torus defined over k or, equivalently, as a
 .classical Cayley]Dickson doubling of a torus not defined over k 2.8 . This
w xfollows directly from 2.4, one of the main results of Pu1 , and from
investigating the Cayley]Dickson doublings of tori not defined over k
 .2.7 . Likewise, octonion algebras not defined over k can either be realized
as a nontrivial Cayley]Dickson doubling of some quaternion algebra
 .  . .c, d m R with a uniquely determined element in Pic c, d m R or,k r k
equivalently, as a classical Cayley]Dickson doubling of a quaternion
 .algebra not defined over k 3.6 . The critical step in the proof here is to
 . .show that there is at most one element in Pic c, d m R that gives riser k
to a Cayley]Dickson doubling resulting in an algebra not defined over k
 .3.3 . Here, some algebraic geometry is used.
Results concerning the classification of the composition algebras over R
are given in the last section. These are then used to classify composition
 .algebras, up to isomorphism, for certain base fields k 4.3 .
The main results of this article first appeared in the author's doctoral
w xthesis Pu2 .
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1. PRELIMINARIES
1.1. Let R be a commutative associative ring with a unit element. In
this paper the term ``R-algebra'' refers to unital nonassociative algebras,
which are finitely generated projective of constant rank ) 0 as R-modules.
An R-algebra C is called quadratic in case there exists a quadratic form
 . 2  .  .N: C ª R such that N 1 s 1 and u y N 1 , u u q N u 1 s 0 for allC C C
u g C. The form N is uniquely determined and called the norm of C. An
w x  .  .R-algebra is called alternati¨ e if its associator u, ¨ , w s u¨ w y u ¨w is
alternating. An R-algebra C is called a composition algebra if it admits a
quadratic form N: C ª R satisfying the following two conditions:
 .  .i Its induced symmetric bilinear form N: C = C ª R, N u, ¨ [
 .  .  .N u q ¨ y N u y N ¨ is nondegenerate, i.e., it determines an R-mod-
Ï  .ule isomorphism C ª C s Hom C, R .Ä R
 .  .  .  .ii N permits composition, i.e., N u¨ s N u N ¨ for all u, ¨ g C.
Composition algebras over rings are quadratic alternative algebras. In
 .  .particular, the quadratic form N on C satisfying conditions i and ii
above agrees with the norm of the quadratic algebra C and therefore is
uniquely determined. N is called the norm of the composition algebra C,
U U  .sometimes it is denoted by N . The map : C ª C, u [ N 1 , u 1 y u,C C C C
which is an algebra involution, is called the canonical in¨olution on C.
Composition algebras over rings only exist in ranks 1, 2, 4, or 8. A
 . composition algebra of rank 2 resp. 4, 8 is called a torus resp. quaternion
.algebra, octonion algebra . Composition algebras are invariant under base
change.
 .  ..R [ R together with the hyperbolic norm N x, y s xy is a torus. A
composition algebra over R is called split if it contains a composition
subalgebra isomorphic to R [ R. Moreover, two composition algebras of
 wrank - 8 are isomorphic if and only if they have isometric norms Knus K,
 .  .x.V. 2.2.3 , 4.3.2 . It is not known whether this is also true for octonion
algebras.
1.2. For the convenience of the reader, we recall the generalized
w xCayley]Dickson doubling process by Petersson P1, 2.4, 2.5 for composi-
tion algebras over rings which will repeatedly be used in this paper.
Let D be a composition algebra of rank F 4 over R, and let Pic Dr
 .denote the pointed set of isomorphism classes of projective right D-mod-
ules of rank one. Furthermore, let X s Spec R and view the group of
= Ï1 = .units D of D as a group scheme. Then Pic D s H X, D as pointedr
Ï w xsets in the sense of noncommutative Cech cohomology Mi, III.4.6 . The
homomorphism N : D=ª G canonically induces a homomorphism ofD m
pointed sets N : Pic D ª Pic R. Given a projective right D-module Q ofD r
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 .rank one, it is said to have norm one if N Q ( R. In case Q has normD
one, there exists a nondegenerate quadratic form N: Q ª R satisfying
 .  .  .N w ? u s N w N u for w g Q, u g D, where ? denotes the rightD
D-module structure of Q. N is uniquely determined up to a factor m g R=
and called a norm on Q. Furthermore, N determines a unique R-bilinear
 . .map Q = Q ª D written multiplicatively and satisfying w ? u w ? ¨ s
 . UN w ¨ u for w g Q, u, ¨ g D. Now the R-module
Cay D , Q, N [ D [ Q .
becomes a composition algebra under the multiplication
u , w uX , wX s uuX q wwX , wX ? u q w ? uXU , .  .  .
 .with norm N s N [ yN .CayD , Q, N . D
Conversely, given a composition algebra C with rank C s 2 rank D
containing D as a subalgebra, there are Q, N as above such that C s
 .Cay D, Q, N .
Considering the free right D-module D g Pic D itself, D has normr
one and any norm on D is similar to N . It turns out that in this case weD
 .  .get the classical Cayley]Dickson doubling Cay D, m [ Cay D, D, mND
 w x. w xcf., for instance, P1, 2.1, 2.2 due to Albert A . We also use the
 .   . .abbreviation Cay D, m, h [ Cay Cay D, m , h for rank D F 2.
X 1 w x1.3. Let X [ P s Proj k x , x be the projective line over a field kk 0 1
 . XX Xwith structure sheaf O and function field K [ k t . For P g X , OX P , X
denotes the local ring of O X at P, m the maximal ideal of O X andX P P , X
 . Xk P [ O rm the corresponding residue class field. F denotes theP , X P P
stalk of an O X-module F at P. The isomorphism Pic X X ( Z is given byX
 .  .  .; w xX Xthe assignment m ª O m , where O m [ S m with S [ k x , x ,X X 0 1
w x Xm g Z H, p. 117 . Every locally free O -module F splits into the directX
 .  .X X Xsum of invertible O -modules, F ( O m [ ??? [ O m , m g Z. AnX X 1 X s i
O X-lattice M in a K-vector space V is a locally free O X-submodule of theX X
constant sheaf V of V over X X of rank n s dim V.k
1.4. From now on ``point'' without further specification always refers to
a closed point. For any point P g X X s P1, O X is a discrete valuationk P , X
ring which corresponds with a discrete valuation on K that is trivial on k.
Ã Ã XK denotes the completion of K with respect to this valuation and OP P , X
Ãthe respective valuation ring of K . A composition algebra C over K isP
Ã Ãcalled unramified at P if C [ C m K either splits or is an unramifiedP P
Ã  .composition division algebra over K . C is called separably ramified at PP
Ã  . if C is a separably ramified composition division algebra cf. KutingÈP
Ãw x w x.Ku or P1, 6.2 . C is unramified at P if and only if C contains aÈ P
w xself-dual order P1, 6.3 . For the definition of unramified as well as
 .separably ramified composition division algebras over fields complete
w xwith respect to a discrete valuation, the reader is referred to P1, 6.2 .
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2. TORI AND QUATERNION ALGEBRAS
X 1 w xLet k be a field of char k / 2, X s P s Proj k x , x the projectivek 0 1
 . 1line over k, and K [ k t its function field. Every point P g P of degree0 k
two is represented by the principal ideal generated by a monic irreducible
 . 2 w xpolynomial f t s t y a g k t of degree two; the residue class field of
1’ .  .P is k P s k a . Removing P from P results in the affine scheme0 0 0 k
1  4X [ P y P s Spec R of a ring R, and a straightforward computationk 0
shows that
g t .
2 2w x w xRs gk t jG0, g t gk t of deg gF2 (k x , x . .  .  .x ya xj 0 1j 0 1 5f t .
From now on let R be this ring of f-fractions. Obviously, R=s k= is the
set of invertible elements of R. R is a Dedekind domain with quotient
 .field Quot R s K, since Spec R is an open dense subscheme of the curve
P1. It is not a principal ideal domain. The ideal class group of R, which isk
isomorphic to the Picard group here, contains two elements, that is,
 . w xCl R s Pic R ( Z by H, II.6.4, 6.5 . Let L denote the nontrivial ele-2
ment in Pic R.
  2 .  2 ..2.1 LEMMA. As an R-module L is isomorphic to 1r t y a , tr t y a ,
an ideal in R which is not principal.
Proof. Suppose
1 t g t g t .  .
, s , g Rm m2 2 / 2 2 /t y a t y a t y a t y a .  .
 .  .is a principal ideal it is necessary that deg g - 2m . Assume g t to be
2  .  2 .nrelatively prime to t y a. Then there exists an element h t r t y a g
 . 2R, h t relatively prime to t y a, such that
1 h t g t .  .
s n m2 2 2t y a t y a t y a .  .
 2 .nqm  2 .  .  .  .  2 . sand therefore t y a s t y a h t g t implying g t s a t y a ,
 .  2 . r  .  .h t s b t y a with a , b g k, ab s 1. Since g t and h t are rela-
tively prime to t 2 y a, it follows that r s s s 0. Without loss of generality,
 .  2 .let g t s 1, then m s 1 and 1r t y a generates the ideal. Thus
t q t 1 .
s2 j 22t y a t y at y a .
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 .  2 . j  . 2  .for some q t r t y a g R, q t relatively prime to t y a and q t s
 2 . j  .t t y a . Therefore j s 0 and q t s t, which implies deg q G 2 j, a
contradiction. So
1 t
L ( ,2 2 /t y a t y a
as R-modules.
The goal of this paper is to classify the composition algebras over R.
 .  .  w x.Since W k ª W K is injective see, for instance, S, 4.3.3 and for
composition algebras over fields isometric norms imply isomorphic compo-
 w x.sition algebras Jacobson J , obviously the composition algebras over R
which are already defined over the base field k are classified whenever
those over k are: C ( C is equivalent to C m R ( C m R for compo-0 1 0 k 1 k
sition algebras C , C over k.0 1
w xEvery composition algebra with zero divisors over R splits Pu1, 4.3 and
 .  .therefore is isomorphic to R [ R, to Mat R , to End R [ L by 2.1 and2 R
w xP1, 2.7 , or to the algebra of Zorn's vector matrices Zor R ( Zor k m R
w x  .Pu1, 4.1 . The question whether the split quaternion algebras Mat R2
 .and End R [ L are isomorphic remains open.R
Regarding composition algebras without zero divisors, the following is
known.
w x2.2 PROPOSITION Pu1, 2.7, 2.8 . Let C be a composition algebra without
zero di¨ isors o¨er R.
 .a The following are equi¨ alent.
 .i C is defined o¨er k.
 .ii C m K is defined o¨er k.R
 .iii C is unramified at P .0
 .b C is not defined o¨er k if and only if C m K ramifies exactly at P .R 0
To determine whether or not a composition algebra over K ramifies at
  ..P s f t , the next lemma by Kuting turns out to be helpful. Recall thatÈ0
Ãany nondegenerate quadratic form f over K with p a fixed primeP
Ã  :  :element of K can be written as f s u , . . . , u H p u , . . . , u withP 1 r rq1 n
 :Xu g O for 1 F i F n. Then u , . . . , u is the first residue form of fi P , X 1 r
Ã Ãover the residue class field K of K .P P
w x  .2.3 LEMMA Ku, 2.2.3 . Let C s Cay K, h , . . . , h be a compositionÈ 1 1 r
 .  4algebra o¨er K s k t with r g 1, 2, 3 and square free polynomials h , . . . , h1 r
w x  4 1  4   ..  . w xg k t y 0 . For P g P y ` , P s g t , where g t g k t is a monick
Ã ÃXirreducible polynomial, and with O the ¨aluation ring of K the followingP , X P
holds.
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 .a If g does not di¨ ide any h , . . . , h , then C is unramified at P.1 r 1
ÃIn particular, C m K splits if and only if the first residue form of the norm1 P
Ã Ãof C m K is isotropic o¨er the residue class field K .1 P P
Ã= .  4 w xXb If g di¨ ides h , i g 1, . . . , r , then there exists an a g O l k ti P , X
1=Ã w xXand a diagonalized form q with entries in O l k t and dim q s dim C ,P , X 12
such that the norm N of C can be written as N ( q H ga q.1 1 1
C ramifies at P if and only if the first residue form of q is anisotropic o¨er1
Ã ÃK ; otherwise, C m K splits and C is unramified at P.P 1 P 1
w xUsing a result of Pu1 , the composition algebras without zero divisors
over R will be characterized.
w x2.4 THEOREM Pu1, 3.10 . Let C be a composition algebra without zero
di¨ isors o¨er R of rank r G 2. If C is not defined o¨er k, then it can be realized
by a generalized Cayley]Dickson doubling of a composition algebra defined
o¨er k. The latter is uniquely determined up to isomorphism.
 .Since the above theorem states that C ( Cay D m R, Q, N for every0 k
composition algebra C without zero divisors of rank G 2, we have to find
 .the elements Q g Pic D m R of norm one, for all composition alge-r 0 k
bras D over k of rank 1, 2, or 4, and calculate the respective norm N:0
Q ª R on each Q. Note that any classical Cayley]Dickson doubling
 .  .Cay D m R, m ( Cay D , m m R is itself an algebra defined over k.0 k 0 k
Tori}the Cayley]Dickson doublings of R}are considered first.
 .2.5 PROPOSITION. i The nontri¨ ial element L of Pic R has norm one.
 .ii There exists a unique nondegenerate quadratic form N : L ª R0
satisfying
1 1
N s ,0 2 2 /t y a t y a
t t 2
N s ,0 2 2 /t y a t y a
and
1 t 2 t
N , s .0 2 2 2 /t y a t y a t y a
 2 :N is a norm on L and N m K ( t y a .K0 0
 .iii E¨ery torus o¨er R which is not defined o¨er k is isomorphic to
 . =Cay R, L, mN for a suitable m g k .0
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 . w xProof. i L has order two and thus norm one P1, 2.10 .
 .  .ii Consider the nondegenerate form N: K ª K given by N 1 s
2  .t y a. Then N L ; R, so it induces a quadratic form N : L ª R with0
1 1
N s ,0 2 2 /t y a t y a
t t 2
N s ,0 2 2 /t y a t y a
and
1 t 2 t
N , s .0 2 2 2 /t y a t y a t y a
Since
g t . w xL s g k t m ) 0, g t g k t , and deg g F 2m y 1 .  .m 52t y a .
is a fractional ideal,
y1ÏL ( L s h t g k t h t L ; R 4 .  .  .
g t . w xs g k t m ) 0, g t g k t , and deg g F 2m q 1 , .  .m 52t y a .
and for any
g t g t .  .
g L, N , ym m02 2 /t y a t y a .  .
 .  2 .my 1is just the multiplication by the element 2 g t r t y a , so N induces0
Ïan isomorphism L ª L.
Hence, N is nondegenerate on L as required. The uniqueness is clear.0
 .  .   2 ..iii Cay R, L, mN m K ( Cay K, m t y a ramifies at P s0 0
 2 . =  .  .t y a for all m g k 2.3 and therefore Cay R, L, mN is without zero0
 w x.divisors otherwise it would be unramified at P ; cf. Pu1, 4.3 and not0
  ..defined over k 2.2 b .
2.6 THEOREM. Let T be a torus o¨er k without zero di¨ isors, i.e., let0’ .  .  4T s k c be a quadratic extension of k. Then Pic T m R s T m R if0 0 0’ ’ .  .  .T ( k a and Pic T m R ( Z if T \ k a . In the latter case let E0 0 2 0 c
denote the nontri¨ ial element in this Picard group, then as a T m R-module0
  2 .  2 ..E is isomorphic to the ideal 1r t y a , tr t y a in T m R.c 0
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X ’ .Proof. Let k [ k c and
RX [ R m kXk
g t .
X X w xs g k t m G 0, g t g k t , and deg g F 2m . .  .m 52t y a .
X 2’ ’ ’ .  .  . .In case k ( k a s k P the polynomial t y a s t y a t q a0
Xw xsplits in k t , and
’ ’t q a t y a
X XR s k ,’ ’t y a t q a
X X  .is a ring of Laurent polynomials over k . This implies Pic R s Pic T m R0
 4s T m R .0
X2’ ’ .  . w xIn case k c \ k a the polynomial t y a is irreducible in k t , too,
X  .which implies Pic R s Pic T m R ( Z by the same argument which0 2
proves Pic R ( Z . 2.1 concludes the proof.2
If there is no danger of confusion, we will abbreviate E s E.c
Next the classical Cayley]Dickson doublings of tori not defined over k
are considered. They can be used to determine the right T m R-module0
structure of E and the norms on E . In particular, it turns out that E hasc c c
norm one.
 . =2.7 PROPOSITION. Let T [ Cay R, L, mN , m g k , be an arbitrary0
torus not defined o¨er k.
 .  . =a Cay T , c for c g k is not defined o¨er k and without zero di¨ isors
= ’ ’ .  .if and only if c is not a square in k and k c \ k a .
’ .  .   .   . ..b Cay T , c ( Cay k c m R, E , m N [ yc N for e¨ery c gc 0 0
= =2 ’ ’ .  .k with c f k and with k c \ k a .
’ .  .i E s L [ L as an R-module and the right k c m R-modulec
structure of E is gi¨ en byc
w , w ? u , u s w u y cw u , w u y w u .  .  .1 2 1 2 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 2
 .for w , w g L, u , u g R, where u , u g R [ R is identified with u1 2 1 2 1 2 1’ ’ .q c u g k c m R.2
 .  .  .  .ii N c : E ª R, N c [ N [ yc N is a norm on E .c 0 0 c
 .  .  :  .Proof. a D [ Cay T , c has the norm N s 1, yc [ ym N [D 0
 . .   2 .  2 .:  .yc N . Since N ( 1, yc, ym t y a , mc t y a by 2.5 ii , theK0 D , K
  2 ..algebra D m K ( Cay K, c, m t y a ramifies at P if and only if c is0
= ’ ’ .  .  .not a square in k and k c \ k a 2.3 . The assertion follows from
2.2 and the fact that every composition algebra with zero divisors is
 w x.unramified at P cf. Pu1, 4.3 .0
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 .  .b D [ Cay T , c is not defined over k and without zero divisors for
= =2 ’ ’ .  .  .all c g k , c f k with k c \ k a by a . Moreover, D s T H T s
 :  .  :R H L H R H L has norm N s 1 H ymN H y c H cmN and aD 0 0
straightforward calculation shows that T [ R H 0 H R H 0 is a composi-1 ’ .tion subalgebra of D canonically isomorphic to the torus k c m R. It
’ .   . .follows that D s Cay T , P, N for a P g Pic k c m R of norm one1
with P s T Hs 0 H L H 0 H L, P ( L [ L as an R-module. Any classical1
Cayley]Dickson doubling of T is defined over k, therefore P s E g1 c
<Pic T . This implies that E has norm one. Moreover, N s yN s 0 H1 c D P
 .   ..  .mN H 0 H ycmN ( m N [ ycN implies that N c [ N [0 0 0 0 0
 .yc N is a norm on E . A straightforward calculation proves that the0 c
right T -module structure of P s E is1 c
w , w ? u , u s w u y cw u , w u y w u .  .  .1 2 1 2 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 2
for w , w g L, u , u g R.1 2 1 2
’ ’ .  .Alternatively, E s L m k c s L [ y c L ( L [ L also followsc
 . .from 2.6. The multiplication in 2.7 b i then corresponds to
’ ’ ’w y c w u y c u s w u y cw u y c w u y w u . .  . .  .1 2 1 2 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 2
2.8 COROLLARY. A quaternion algebra o¨er R without zero di¨ isors which
is not defined o¨er k is isomorphic to
’Cay k c m R , E , m N [ yc N , . . . .k c 0 0
=’ ’ ’ .  .  .where k c is a torus such that k c \ k a , and m g k .
 .It can also be realized as a classical Cayley]Dickson doubling Cay T , c of
 . =T [ Cay R, L, mN , a torus not defined o¨er k, for suitable m, c g k .0
Proof. 2.4 and 2.7.
3. OCTONION ALGEBRAS
We will prove the first two theorems in this section for rings S satisfying
1  4 1 XSpec S s P y P , . . . , P with closed points P , . . . , P g P \ X suchk 0 n 0 n k
that n deg P s 2. Therefore they also hold when two k-rational pointsis0 i
are removed, that is, for the ring of Laurent polynomials over k.
w xRecall the following from Pu1, 1.10 and Sect. 3 : Let C be a composi-
tion algebra over S, CX [ C m K. Then an O X-lattice CX is called aS X
maximal O X-order in CX if CX is an O X-subalgebra of the constant sheaf CXX X
of CX over X X such that CX is a maximal O X-order in CX for all P g X X.P P , X
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X X X Ä<XChoose a maximal O -order C in C satisfying C s C , where C [ CXX
is the composition algebra over X [ Spec S defined by C via the well-
Ä w xknown functor C ª C from algebraic geometry H, p. 110 . This functor
gives an equivalence between the category of composition algebras over a
ring, here S, and the category of composition algebras over the respective
w xaffine scheme, here Spec S P1, 1.9 .
X X X <X3.1 LEMMA. The maximal O -order C in C with C s C is uniquelyXX
determined if C is not defined o¨er k and without zero di¨ isors.
Proof. If C is not defined over k and without zero divisors then CX
Ã X Ãw  .xramifies at all P , 0 F i F n Pu1, 2.7, 3.7 a , that is, C [ C m K is ai P K Pi i
Ã Xramified composition division algebra with a unique maximal O -orderP , XiÃ Ã .given by the valuation ring R C of C . Moreover, there is a bijectionP Pi iÃ Ã X ÃXbetween the maximal O -orders M of C m K and the maximalP , X Pi iX X ÃXO -orders M of C given by ``M ª topological closure of M in C m K ''P , X Pi iÃ Ãand by M ª M l C, respectively.
X Ã .XTherefore C is the uniquely determined maximal O -order R CP P , X Pi i iXl C in C , which concludes the proof.
3.2 THEOREM. Let C be a composition algebra o¨er S of rank r ) 2,
without zero di¨ isors and not defined o¨er k, and let CX be the maximal
X X < X rr2  . rr2X X X XO -order in C with C s C. Then C ( O [ O y1 as an O -XX X X X
module.
w  .xProof. For C not defined over k, the proof of Pu1, 3.3 i together with
w x 0 X X .  X .Pu1, 3.4 shows that rr2 G h X , C G x C s rr2, implying
1 X X. 0 X X.  X.h X , C s 0 and h X , C s rr2 s x C for the Euler characteristic
 X. Xx C . Moreover, C contains a composition subalgebra of rank rr2 which
w  .x X rr2 rr2  .X Xis defined over k Pu1, 3.3 i and so C ( O [  O m withX is1 X i
X 1 X X .Xm g Z for the locally free O -module C . Now h X , C s 0 impliesi X
0 X X. w xm G y1 and h X , C s rr2 implies m F 0, 1 F i F rr2 H, p. 225 ,i i
proving the assertion.
3.3 THEOREM. Let D be a composition di¨ ision algebra o¨er k of rank0
 4  .l g 2, 4 . There exists at most one element Q g Pic D m S of norm oner 0 k
 .such that Cay D m S, Q, N has no zero di¨ isors and is not defined o¨er k0 k
for a suitable norm N on Q.
 .Proof. Let Q , Q g Pic D m S be of norm one such that the1 2 r 0 k
 . composition algebras C [ Cay D m S, Q , N and C [ Cay D m1 0 k 1 1 2 0 k
.S, Q , N are not defined over k and without zero divisors, for suitable2 2
Änorms N respectively N . Extend C to the uniquely determined maximal1 2 1
X X Ä Ä<  .XO -order C in C m K with C s C 3.1 , and likewise C to theXX 1 1 1 1 2
X X Ä<Xuniquely determined maximal O -order C in C m K with C s C .XX 2 2 2 2
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X X  . l  wX X XThen C ( C ( D m O H O y1 as O -modules see 3.2 and Pu1,1 2 0 X X X
x. X X  . l XX X3.8 . Define D [ D m O . Then Q [ O y1 is a right D -module0 X X
X X X  .both via ? : Q = D ª Q , w, u ª w ? u [ uw, the multiplication in the1 1
X X X X  .Xquadratic alternative O -algebra C , and via ? : Q = D ª Q , w, u ªX 1 2
w ? u [ uw, the multiplication in the quadratic alternative O X-algebra2 X
X X X C . This is a consequence of the fact that Q is a right D -module with j2 j j
X. Xthe generic point of X via the multiplication in C ( C m K. More-1, j 1
X  w x.  .over, the trace T of C cf., for instance, P1, 1.3 satisfies T ¨ , uw s1
 . 0 X. 0 X.T ¨u, w s 0 for w g H U, Q , u, ¨ g H U, D and any open set U ;
X  X. 0 X. XX implying w ? u s uw g H U, Q . So due to H U, Q ; Q and1 0 j
0 X. X XH U, D ; D the above map ? induces a right D -module structure onj 1
QX. The same applies for ? .2
Now the DX-module structure ? induces an O X-algebra morphism1 X
X op  X.  .Xf : D ª E nd Q , u ª w ª w ? u , and, analogously, the map ? anX 1 2
X op  X.  .X XO -algebra morphism g : D ª E nd Q , u ª w ª w ? u .X X 2
Let s : X X ª Spec k denote the structure morphism of X X. Then
X op U op  X .   . l .X X XD ( s D . Furthermore, E nd Q s E nd O y1 (0 X X X
U  . U op U  . op  .s Mat k , so f , g : s D ª s Mat k . Since D and Mat k arel 0 l 0 l
 op  ..finite-dimensional k-vector spaces, Hom D , Mat k can be identifiedk 0 l
 U op U  ..Xwith Hom s D , s Mat k . This is a straightforward calculationX 0 l
involving the fact that the natural map r : V ª s#s U V is an isomor-V
phism for any finite-dimensional k-vector space V. The identification then
is possible, because r ( f s s#s U f ( r for every homomorphism f gW V
 .Hom V, W , with V and W k-vector spaces.k
Therefore f and g can be viewed as k-algebra homomorphisms
 . opf , g : D ª Mat k , since also D ( D . By the theorem of Skolem and0 l 0 0
 w x.   ..Noether cf., for instance, S, 8.4.2 , there exists a F g Aut Mat k ,k l
 . y1  .=F x s b xb with b g Mat k such that f s F( g. Again we mayl
  ..  U  ..   X..X X Xidentify Aut Mat k s Aut s Mat k s Aut E nd Q . Thenk l X l X X
 . y1 U  X.XF h s C ( h(C for H [ s b g Aut Q andX
f u s Cy1 ( g u (C .  .
m C( f u s g u (C .  .
m C f u w s g u C w .  .  .  . .  .
m C w ? u s C w ? u .  .1 2
X X  X .  X .for all u in D and w in Q . This implies that C: Q , ? ª Q , ? is anÄ1 2
X Ä Ä<isomorphism of right D -modules and that C : Q ª Q is an isomor-ÄX 1 2
phism of right D m O -modules.0 X
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For l s 2 and R the ring of f-fractions, the above theorem is a weaker
version of 2.6. Nonetheless, the result for l s 4 is useful to gain insight on
which Cayley]Dickson doublings are possible for those quaternion alge-
bras over R that are defined over k. Since any classical Cayley]Dickson
 .doubling of D m R is a composition algebra defined over k 2.4 , the0
element Q satisfying the conditions in 3.3 has to be nontrivial.
3.4 THEOREM. Let D be an arbitrary quaternion algebra without zero
’  .  ..di¨ isors and not defined o¨er k, that is, D s Cay k c m R, E , mN c ,c
= ’ ’ ’ .  .  .with m g k and k c a torus o¨er k with k c \ k a .
 .  . =  .a Cay D, d , d g k , is not defined o¨er k if and only if c, d is ak’ .di¨ ision algebra which does not ha¨e k a as a splitting field.
 .  .  . . =b Cay D, d ( Cay c, d m R, Q, N for each d g k such thatk ’ .  .c, d is a di¨ ision algebra which does not ha¨e k a as a splitting field.k
Moreo¨er,
 .  . .i Q g Pic c, d m R is a nontri¨ ial element of norm one withr k
 .Q s E [ E s L [ L [ L [ L as an R-module. The right c, d m R-c c k
module structure of Q is gi¨ en by
w , w ? u , u s w ? u y dw ? uU , w ? uU y w ? u .  .  .1 2 1 2 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 2
’ .  .for w , w g E , u , u g k c m R \ T. Here u , u g T [ T is canon-1 2 c 1 2 1 2
 .  .ically ¨iewed as an element of c, d m R s Cay T , d .k
 .  .  .  .ii N c [ yd N c : Q ª R is a norm on Q.
 .  .  :Proof. a C [ Cay D, d has the norm N s 1, yc, yd, cd [C
 .  .  .  ..  :  . 2ym N c [ yd N c . Since N ( 1, yc, yd, cd [ ym t yKC , K
. :  .   2 ..a 1, yc, yd, cd by 2.5 ii , the algebra C m K ( Cay K, c, d, m t y aK
 2 .  .ramifies at P s t y a if and only if c, d is a division algebra and0 k’ .  .k a not a splitting field of c, d ; cf. 2.3. The proof follows with 2.2 andk
from the fact that every composition algebra with zero divisors over R
ramifies at P .0
 .  .b According to the assumption C [ Cay D, d is not defined over k.
’ .Define T [ k c m R, E [ E . Then C s D H D s T H E H T H E hasc
 :  .  .  :  .norm N s 1, yc H ym N c H y d, dc H dmN c . A straightfor-C
ward calculation shows that D [ T H 0 H T H 0 ( T [ T as an R-mod-1
ule is a composition subalgebra of C canonically isomorphic to the
 .  . .quaternion algebra c, d m R. It follows that C s Cay c, d m R, Q, Nk
 . . Hfor a nontrivial Q g Pic c, d m R of norm one with Q s D s 0 H Er k 1
<H 0 H E ( E [ E as an R-module. Furthermore, N s yN s 0 HQC
 .  .  .  .  .  .mN c H 0 H ydm N c implies that N c [ yd N c is a norm on Q.
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A straightforward calculation shows that the right D -module structure of1
Q is
w , w u , u s w ? u y dw ? uU , w ? uU y w ? u .  .  .1 2 1 2 1 1 2 2 2 1 1 2
for w , w g E, u , u g T.1 2 1 2
We write F [ Q for the above nontrivial element. If there is noc, d.
danger of confusion, we will abbreviate F s F.c, d.
3.5 PROPOSITION. Let D be a quaternion di¨ ision algebra o¨er k which0’ .has k a as a splitting field. Then any Cayley]Dickson doubling of D m R0
is defined o¨er k.
 .Proof. We may assume D s a, c . For an arbitrary Cayley]Dickson0 k
 . Xdoubling C [ Cay D m R , Q, N obviously C [ C m K (0
  ..  . w x  4Cay K, a, c, g t for a g t g k t y 0 , which can be assumed to be
2  . Xsquare free. If t y a does not divide g t , then C is unramified at P by0
 .  2 .  .  . w x  2 .X2.3. If g t s t y a h t with h t g k t , write N ( q H t y a a qC
 :  .  . w xwith q [ 1, ya, yc, ac and a [ h t g R K l k t . The first residueP0 XÃ ’ .form of q over K ( k a is isotropic and so again C is unramified atP0
P by 2.3. The assertion follows from 2.2.0
3.6 COROLLARY. An octonion algebra o¨er R not defined o¨er k is
isomorphic to
Cay c, d m R , F , m N c [ yd N c .  .  .  . . .k c , d.
’ .  .for some di¨ ision algebra c, d which does not ha¨e k a as a splittingk
field, and a suitable m g k=.
 .It can also be realized as the classical Cayley]Dickson doubling Cay D, d
’  .  ..of a quaternion algebra D [ Cay k c m R, E , mN c not defined o¨er k.c
=  .In this case d is an element of k such that c, d is a di¨ ision algebra notk’ .ha¨ing k a as a splitting field.
Proof. Every octonion algebra over R not defined over k is the
 .Cayley]Dickson doubling of a quaternion algebra defined over k 2.4 .
Since the classical Cayley]Dickson doublings of these quaternion algebras
 .are defined over k, 3.3 together with 3.4 b and 3.5 implies that only the
 .   .nontrivial Cayley]Dickson doublings Cay c, d m R, F , m N c [k c, d.
 .  ... =  .  .yd N c , with m g k and c, d \ a, y a division algebra, yieldk k
octonion algebras not defined over k.
3.7 Remark. Note that E is a free R-module, since E s L [ L (c c
R [ L m L and L has order two cf., for instance, Balcercyk and JozefiakÂ
w x.  .BJ, p. 136 . The norm N c is not defined over k, because this assump-
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 .  :tion would imply N c ( 1, yc by a simple computation andR
’  .  ..  .Cay k c m R, E , mN c m K ( Cay K, c, m would be defined over kc R
= ’  .  ..for any m g k . Hence D [ Cay k c m R, E , mN c would be definedc
 .over k by 2.2, which contradicts 3.4 b .
However, the maximal O X-order CX in D m K constructed at theX
X 2  .2  .X Xbeginning of Section 3 satisfies C ( O [ O y1 cf. 3.2 , andX X
XN [ N is the norm of this quadratic alternative O -algebra withXk c .m O 1 X’ X
 .2X XN : O y1 ª O degenerate exactly at P . Therefore N is repre-1 X X 0 1
  ..  .sented by a symmetric matrix a x , x with the a x , x gi, j 0 1 1F i, jF 2 i, j 0 1
w xk x , x homogeneous polynomials of degree two, and so0 1
a t .i , j
N c ( . 2 ; /t y a i , j
 .  . w xfor a t [ a t, 1 g k t of degree less than or equal to two. Ini, j i, j
 .general, these a t seem to be difficult to calculate explicitly.i, j
3.8 Remark. Let us briefly consider the situation that k is a field of
characteristic two. Then a separable point P g P1 of degree two is0 k
 . 2 w xrepresented by an irreducible polynomial f t s t y t y a g k t , and
removing P from the projective line again results in the affine scheme0
Spec R with
g t . w xR s g k t j G 0, g t g k t of deg g F 2 j , .  .j 5f t .
 4   .  ..where Pic R s R, L and L ( 1rf t , trf t , since analogous proofs
also hold in this case.
Every composition algebra with zero divisors over R is isomorphic to
 . w xR [ R, to Mat R, to End R [ L , or to Zor R Pu1, 4.1 is also true in2 R
.characteristic two for the projective line . If k is perfect, then every
composition algebra over R of rank ) 2 without zero divisors which is not
 .defined over k is isomorphic to Cay D m R, Q, N with D a composi-0 k 0
tion algebra over k of half rank which is uniquely determined up to
w xisomorphism Pu1, 3.10 . Since the proofs of 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3 hold in this
 .situation, there is at most one element Q g Pic D m R that allowsr 0 k
such a Cayley]Dickson doubling. Moreover, similar as in 2.6, it can be
 .shown that for any nonsplit torus D over k the Picard group Pic D m R0 0 k
 .is trivial if D ( k P , and that it contains exactly one nontrivial element0 0
  .  ..E which is isomorphic to the ideal 1rf t , trf t in D m R if D \0 k 0
 .k P . We can also prove that any Cayley]Dickson doubling of a quater-0
 .nion algebra without zero divisors which contains k P as a subfield is0
always defined over k. To get more information, however, some additional
work is required.
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4. SOME CLASSIFICATION RESULTS AND EXAMPLES
Consider the Cayley]Dickson doublings of two composition algebras
D m R, D m R of rank - 8 and assume that these Cayley]Dickson1 k 2 k
 .  .doublings Cay D m R, Q , N , Cay D m R, Q , N are algebras with-1 k 1 1 2 k 2 2
 .out zero divisors and not defined over k. Then Cay D m R, Q , N and1 k 1 1
 .  .Cay D m R, Q , N are not isomorphic if D \ D 2.4 .2 k 2 2 1 2
It remains to investigate when two Cayley]Dickson doublings of the
same composition algebra D m R are isomorphic.1
 .  .  .4.1 PROPOSITION. a Let T [ Cay R, L, mN , T [ Cay R, L, hN ,1 0 2 0
with m, h g k=, be two tori not defined o¨er k.
 . = =2  =2 .i Let c, e g k with c, e f k and c, e k a k . Then for c k
 =2 .  .  .e k the Cayley]Dickson doublings Cay T , c and Cay T , e both are not1 2
defined o¨er k and not isomorphic.
 .  .  . =ii Cay T , a is defined o¨er k, Cay T , 1 splits, and for c, e g k1 1
 =2 .with c, e k 1, a k ,
Cay T , c ( Cay T , e if and only if c ' e k=2 . .  .  .1 1
’ ’ .   .  ..   .b Let D [ Cay k c m R, E , mN c and D [ Cay k e m1 c 2
 .. =R, E , hN e with m, h g k be two quaternion algebras without zero di¨ i-e
sors not defined o¨er k.
 . =  .  .i Let d, s g k such that c, d , e, s are di¨ ision algebras whichk k’ .  .  .  .do not ha¨e k a as a splitting field. If c, d \ e, s then Cay D , dk k 1
 .and Cay D , s both are not defined o¨er k and not isomorphic.2
 . =  .  .ii For d g k with c, d ( Mat k , the Cayley]Dickson doublingk 2
 . =  .  .Cay D , d is isomorphic to Zor R. For d g k such that c, d ( a, y ,1 k k
 . =the Cayley]Dickson doubling Cay D , d is defined o¨er k. For s, d g k1 ’ .  .  .such that c, d , c, s are di¨ ision algebras which do not ha¨e k a as ak k
splitting field,
Cay D , d ( Cay D , s implies c, d ( c, s . .  .  .  .k k1 1
’ . .  .  .   .Proof. a i Cay T , c ( Cay T , e if and only if Cay k c m1 2’ ..   .  ..  .R, E , mN c ( Cay k e m R, E , hN e by 2.7 b . These are quater-c e ’  ..  .nion algebras not defined over k 2.7 a , which implies k c m R (
=2’ .  .  .k e m R 2.4 and thus c ' e k .
 .  . .ii follows from a straightforward calculation and 4.1 a i .
 . .  .  .  .b i Cay D , d ( Cay D , s if and only if Cay c, d m1 2 k
  .  .  ...  .   .  .R, F , m N c [ yd N c ( Cay e, s m R, F , h N e [ ysc, d. k  e, s.
 ...  .   ..N e by 3.4 b . These algebras are not defined over k 3.4 a , which
 .  .  .  .  .implies c, d m R ( e, s m R 2.4 and thus c, d ( e, s by thek k k k
comments following Lemma 2.1.
 .  . .ii again follows from a straightforward calculation and 4.1 b i .
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’ ’ ’ .  .  .4.2 PROPOSITION. Let k c be a torus o¨er k with k c \ k a ,
’ .  .e, d a quaternion di¨ ision algebra not ha¨ing k a as a splitting field, andk
m, h g k=.
 .  .  .  =2 .a Cay R, L, mN ( Cay R, L, hN if and only if m ' h k .0 0
’ ’ .   .  ..   .  ..b Cay k c m R, E, mN c \ Cay k c m R, E, hN c whene¨er
=’  . .m k h mod N k c .k c .’
 .  .   .  .  ...  .c Cay e, d m R , F , m N e [ yd N e \ Cay e, d mk k
  .  .  ...  .=.R, F, h N e [ yd N e whene¨er m k h mod N e, d . e, d. kk
 .  .  .   2 .:Proof. a Cay R, L, mN ( Cay R, L, hN implies 1, ym t y a K0 0
  2 .:( 1, yh t y a for the respective norms over K. Therefore m 'K
 =2 .  =2 .h K and thus m ' h k , since k is algebraically closed in K. Con-
 =2 .versely, m ' h k trivially implies the above assertion.
’ ’ .   .  ..   .  ..b Cay k c m R, E, mN c ( Cay k c m R, E, hN c yields
 2 2 :  2 2 :1, yc, ym t y a , cm t y a ( 1, yc, yh t y a , ch t y a .  .  .  .K K
 :  :for the respective norms over K. Therefore m 1, yc ( h 1, yc ,K K
 :  : wimplying that mh is represented by 1, yc and thus by 1, yc L2,K k
=’x  :  :   . .IX.1.2 . So m 1, yc ( h 1, yc and m ' h mod N k c .k k k c .’
 .c is proved analogously.
Using the above results, we consider some special base fields k.
 . < = =2 < 4.3 EXAMPLES. a Let k be a field with k rk s 2 for instance, k a
’.  .Euclidean field or a finite field . Then k a represents the only quadratic
field extension of k. Therefore every composition algebra without zero
 .divisors over R of rank ) 2 is defined over k 2.6, 3.6 .
 .b Let k be the field of p-adic numbers, k s Q , p / 2. Thenp
= =2  4 =2Q rQ s 1, p, u, pu with a suitable u f Q . It is well known thatp p p’ .  .  .  .’ ’Q u , Q p , Q pu , and p, u are all the composition algebrasp p p Q p
over Q without zero divisors. Now considerp
g t . w xR [ j G 0, g t g Q t of deg g F 2 j . . pj 52t y p .
’ .  .  .  .’ ’Then Q u m R, Q p m R, Q pu m R, and Cay R, L, mNp p p 0
 4with m g 1, p, u, pu are up to isomorphism the nonsplit tori over R
  ..2.5 iii .
 .  .’Since Q p is a splitting field of u, p , every octonion algebra splitsp Q p
 .and is isomorphic to Zor R 3.5 .
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 . =2In the case that p ' 1 4 , that is, y1 g Q , then the quaternionp
algebras without zero divisors can be determined up to isomorphism as
follows:
 .   . .   . .Obviously, N [ yu N ( u N [ yu N and p N [ yu N (0 0 0 0 0 0
  . .pu N [ yu N imply that0 0
’D [ Cay Q u m R , E, N [ yu N . . /0 p 0 0
’( Cay Q u m R , E, u N [ yu N . . . /p 0 0
and
’D [ Cay Q u m R , E, p N [ yu N . . . /1 p 0 0
’( Cay Q u m R , E, pu N [ yu N . . . . /p 0 0
Moreover, D \ D because the assumption N ( N yields0 1 D D0 1
  2 .  2 .:   2 .  2 .:1, yu, y t y p , u t y p ( 1, yu, yp t y p , pu t y p . ThusK K
 :  :  .1, yu ( p, ypu , which leads to the contradiction u, p (K K K
 .  .   . . Mat K . Likewise, N [ ypu N ( pu N [ ypu N and p N [2 0 0 0 0 0
 . .   . .ypu N ( u N [ ypu N imply that0 0 0
’D [ Cay Q pu m R , E, N [ ypu N . . /2 p 0 0
’( Cay Q pu m R , E, pu N [ ypu N . . . /p 0 0
and
’D [ Cay Q pu m R , E, p N [ ypu N . . . /3 p 0 0
’( Cay Q pu m R , E, u N [ ypu N . . . . /p 0 0
Also, D \ D since N ( N implies analogously as above the contra-2 3 D D2 3
 .  .diction u, p ( Mat K . Therefore D , D , D , and D are, up toK 2 0 1 2 3
 .isomorphism, the only nonsplit quaternion algebras over R 2.4 .
 .If p ' 3 4 a similar result can easily be obtained in the same way.
 2 .  2 . 1Note that although removing the point t y u or t y pu from Pk
results in two nonisomorphic rings of fractions both different from the ring
1  2 .4R considered above with Spec R s P y t y p , the composition alge-k
bras over each of these rings can analogously be computed up to isomor-
phism.
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